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The questions 
 

 

1. Storing data. How varied is web data, really?  

2. Information ecosystems. How are people likely to use 
data? What ecosystems (app developers, domain 
experts, publishers) will be built to leverage this 
data? 

3. Usable, scalable semantics. What’s the role of 
semantic technologies in these ecosystems? 

 

The answers will vary by domain. We’ll use Smart Cities 
as our main threads, but we’ll also refer   
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1. Storing data. A historic shift in data paradigms 

1962, CODASYL. The Codasyl approach was based on the "manual" navigation of a linked data set which was formed into a large network. Records could be 

found either by use of a primary key (known as a CALC key, typically implemented by hashing), by navigating relationships (called sets) from one record to 

another, or by scanning all the records in sequential order. Later systems added B-Trees that to provide alternate access paths. Many Codasyl databases also 

added a query language that was very straightforward. However, in the final tally, CODASYL was very complex and required significant training and effort 

to produce useful applications. (*)  

(*) From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database#1960s_navigational_DBMS  

1972, RDBMS. Instead of records being stored in some sort of linked list of free-form records as in Codasyl, Codd's idea was to use a "table" of fixed-length 

records, with each table used for a different type of entity. A linked-list system would be very inefficient when storing "sparse" databases where some of the 

data for any one record could be left empty. The relational model solved this by splitting the data into a series of normalized tables (or relations), with optional 

elements being moved out of the main table to where they would take up room only if needed. Data may be freely inserted, deleted and edited in these tables, 

with the DBMS doing whatever maintenance needed to present a table view to the application/user. (*) 

Abstraction: Entitites (tables) in fixed records   

Efficient, scalable  and easy to use 

2000’s, (Open) LINKED DATA is about using the Web to connect related data that wasn't previously linked, or using the Web to lower the barriers to 

linking data currently linked using other methods. More specifically, Wikipedia defines Linked Data as "a term used to describe a recommended best 

practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF."  (From 

linkeddata.org) 

Abstraction: Network   

Data (any format) connected through  

(inferred) navigational relations  

Abstraction: Entitites (tables) in fixed records   

Efficient, scalable  and easy to use 

Abstraction: Network  

 Variable size, schemaless data  

connected through navigational relations 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_list
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_(database)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework
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1. Storing data. 

(*) From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database#1960s_navigational_DBMS  

Abstraction: Entitites (tables) in fixed records   

Efficient, scalable  and easy to use 

Abstraction: Network   

Data (any format) connected through  

(inferred) navigational relations  

Abstraction: Entitites (tables) in fixed records   

Efficient, scalable  and easy to use 

Abstraction: Network  

 Variable size, weak schema data  

connected through navigational relations 

PRO: Natural, flexible representation of entities and 

relations 

CON: Too fine grained model. Hard for users to 

understand and systems to process   

PRO: Easy-to-understand paradigm, scalable, robust … 

CON: … Only for models with strong, stable schemata 

and not many relations   

  
PROs and CONs of data storage formats do not apply 

to linked data, because Linked Data has to do with the 

semantic relations between data, not with their 

formats. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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We’ve looked into 900 data sources, coming from Washington D.C. and the London Datastore, as well as 

governments like Kenya and India and categorized the information into one of these categories. 

1. Storing data. The future of city data catalogs in the web 

Measurements 

Geospatial 

Time 

Identifiers 

Text 

Entity types 

Domain-specific 

(finite) categories 

Building dimensions, donation amounts, bus fleet size 

GPS Point, Municipal area, Landlot area, bus route, land thoroughfare coordinates 

Timestamps, recursive schedules, ranges 

Landlot_ID, BusinessLicense#, DriverLicense, Career Center ID, District# 

Descriptions, comments  

Payment, Service Request, Transportation project, Landlot, Agency 

District names, service types, business licenses types, status, business use  

Measurement and indicator information is quite complex (as discussed in Prof. Mark Fox’s talk) 
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Indicators Demographics, percentage buses on time, Avg income 

S
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Air quality index, vehicles per hour 
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Not clear whether the (instance) data itself will be linked… Most data is being published in tabular, XML or 

JSON formats … BUT there will be value in linking and analyzing this data. To do this, linked schemas are 

necessary.     

1. Storing (big) data. Open Data is already here… Is Linked Data coming? 
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1. Storing (big) data. The future of city data catalogs in the web 

•RDBMS’s are -and will continue to be- the most efficient way to store and retrieve large volumes of data, especially transactional 

data.  

•City data is stored in many formats (XML, ESRI, metadata documents), but almost all of them can be easily recorded in databases, 

because most data is already (semi-)structured. (Example below from Washington D.C. open data)  

•Even social network data can be (semi-)structured by standards like FOAF, SKOS and the current DCAT (W3C Draft)  

•All this data is semantically connected: by time, location, event, department, subject, etc.   

 

 The issue is not RDBMS vs Linked Data, but how to capture variable, dynamic, linked schemas, regardless of where or how 

the instance data is stored.  
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Application Developer/ 

Consultant/End User(?) 

Suppose that we can keep a flexible schema that is (1) Authoritative, (2) Complete and (3) Extensible 

  

Linked  

Schema 

 DC Customization  

We could use it to 

• Integrate many data sources at the application level 

WITHOUT altering them. 

•Create views, categorizations and annotations (of 

relations) that do not affect the underlying data sources. 

In a word, enhance the data schemas based on 

applications’ needs. 

• Port solutions to other cities, using 80% of the existing 

model and customizing 20% for the new city.  

• Shield applications from where the data is stored.  

• Link data sources in (open) data catalogs beyond title 

and metadata of the data source. Users could search the 

instance data inside the catalogs 

  

 RIO  

Customization  

2. Information ecosystems. It’s all about metadata 

Data Publishers 
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Application Developer/ 

Consultant/End User(?) 

Suppose that we can keep a flexible schema that is (1) Authoritative, (2) Complete and (3) Extensible 

  

Linked  

Schema 

 DC Customization  

 RIO  

Customization  

 For this we’d need: 

(A) A flexible, simple language for the schema.  

 RDF/OWL, specifically OWL-QL with simple 

inferencing (Subsumption, Entity)  

 

(B) APIs and code for the management, storage and 

query of the schema 

 Jena library, Triplestores (DB2RDF) 

 

(C) A language/system for mapping the data sources 

to/from the schema 

 (Partial) Invention required: D2RQ and other 

mappings are inefficient.  

 (Partial) Invention required: access control, 

billing for data use, etc. 

 

(D) A way to retrieve instance data from the data sources 

 (Partial) Invention required. Caching and 

storage need to be worked out.  

 

(E) A way to write instance data to the data sources (not 

all applications will require this)  

 (Partial) Invention required. Access control, 

transaction support, etc.  

  

(E) 

(D) 

(B) 

(A) 

(C) 

2. Information Ecosystems. Metadata management 
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Scenario. Events in Washington D.C.  

Suppose a Smarter City application managing city operations wants to provide a GUI for city administrators 

to monitor and query events in a city (311, 911, service requests, licenses requests, infrastructure work, 

etc.) A similar application is a GUI that allows end users or app developers to query city data.  

 

Suppose we have two initial data sources, which contain semantically similar information: Both describe 

events with identifiers, events happen in time/space, have a subject, refer to services (competencies) 

provided by a department, etc.  
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Authoritative 

•Aligned with standards (CAP, NIEM, 

MISA/MRM, UCore) 

•Validate with customer scenarios 

•Validated with open city data 

3. (An example of) Usable, scalable semantics.  SCRIBE. 

SCRIBE is a non-normative, authoritative, modular, extensible semantic model for Smarter Cities. 

 

It consists of a Core model that includes common classes (events and messages, stakeholders, departments, services, city 

landmarks and resources, KPIs, etc.), extensions by domain and customizations by city.  

Simple language 

•Classes + Inheritance + Relations + 

Inferencing 

•Based on standards (OWL-QL, SPARQL)  

•Mappable to UML 

•Metadata annotations and Tagging 

SCRIBE  Core Model  

City Customization  

Common  

 building blocks 

Extension  

Weather 

Water 

Transportation 

BuildingAndParcel 

AssetManagement 

Simple language 

•Classes + Inheritance + Relations + 

Inferencing 

•Based on standards (OWL-QL, SPARQL)  

•Mappable to UML 

•Metadata annotations and Tagging 

Organization/Operation profile  

Features 
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The SCRIBE solution is to ‘link’ the original data sources at the schema level to a semantic model with 

inferencing.   

 

 

311 REQUEST 

SERVICEREQUESTID 

SERVICEPRIORITY 

SERVICETYPECODE 

SERVICETYPECODEDESC 

SERVICEORDERED 

AGENCYABBREVIATION 

WARD 

DISTRICT 

PSA 

911 REQUEST 

CCN 

REPORTDATETIME 

OFFENSE 

BLOCKSITEADDRESS 

LATITUDE 

LONGITUDE 

DISTRICT 

WARD 

PSA 

3. (An example of) Usable, scalable semantics.  SCRIBE. 
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The SCRIBE Solution. Integrating data through the model 

The data from DC Service Requests and Crime incidents can now be queried together as events, not just as 

service requests or criminal incidents.  

 

 

 

 

 

… 

Notice that some of the data is missing in 

the original table… That’s still ok  

 

 

 

 

 

Query: All Events in DC, with type, District 

and Ward 
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As shown previously. The inferencing in the ontology can be leveraged in a query.   

 

 

The SCRIBE Solution. Annotating instance data through the model 

Query: Public Sanitation Service 

Requests 
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The SCRIBE Solution. Linking instance data through the model 

Everything in a semantic model is connected. The service request can be linked to the name of the 

dispatcher of the department.   

Query: Select events associated to dept of 

Public Works and his dispatcher 
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For more information 

http://researcher.ibm.com/view_project.php?id=2505  

OR  

email rosariou@us.ibm.com 

 


